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I . INTROD U CTION

Plaintiffs have no grounds for this lawsuit, let alone a 1 RO that halts LHDR's ongoing

services to its clients for their debt settlement needs. The requested TRO would interfere with the

existing attorney-client relationship of approximately 9,000 clients, mislead these clients to use the

services of an unauthorized vendor, and effectively order a law firm to give its business to outside

vendors who have failed at their jobs. LHDR's clients are far better served by LHDR's existing

substantial operations and would in fact bc harmed by forcing them to accept Plaintiffs' inferior

services. The application for a TRO and OSC should be denied with prejudice.

Because of the termination of its subcontractors, LHDR has hired in-house professional staff

10 and support — including recognized industry leaders and experts — in order to provide its clients with

the services and support previously outsourced. Subcontractors such as Plaintiffs had rendered

inadequate performance and, as a result, their agreements were terminated. Among other things,

0 ~ Plaintiffs refused to respond to LHDR's repeated demands for certain written files pertaining to
C'

0

V LHDR's own clients. Further, LHDR's latest review of its vendors' services revealed that JEM and
B d
C

I
U C
0

0 150 0 CDS failed to settle numerous claims when the debts should have been settled. Unwilling to risk its

16 clients' legal rights, LHDR decided to take responsibility over its clients' settlement and

17 administration needs in house.

18 As of Friday, March 30, 2012 — the date on which LHDR took over all of the services of its

19 outside providers — LHDR stood ready to service its clients instead of JEM and CDS. Among other

20 things:

21 LHDR hired 47 new customer services agents and negotiators who are experienced

22 and trained in debt resolution. These agents are currently operational and they are

23 both fielding client calls and reaching out to clients and creditors;

24 LHDR hired several new highly qualified managers to oversee settlement,

25 negotiations, customer service, and state of the art information technology;

26 LHDR retained a 24-hour overflow customer support call center to handle calls from

27 all clients who called after hours and to schedule callbacks;
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LHDR has leased 25,000 square feet of space in which it can house its operations;

and,

LHDR purchased or leased necessary equipment including new computers, servers,

routers, printers, and chairs.

In addition, LHDR has sent every one of its clients notification of the new services via DHL Priority

Mail and by email. Since providing notice that LHDR is taking over these operations, its clients

have expressly called to complain that JEM was not settling cases when they should have been.

Plaintiffs' assumptions about LHDR's capacity to service its clients are obviously false.

Finally, Plaintiffs' conjecture regarding their expected business losses are not a grounds for a

10 TRO. As a matter of law, business losses can never be prevented by a TRO because there exists an

adequate remedy at law for such monetary losses. In any event, these particular losses were caused

12 by Plaintiffs' own contractual breaches.
0 0 0

0 13 11. FACT UAL BACKGROUND

14 A. The Parties' Relationshi
j

C

15o o Legal Helpers is a national law firm that represents thousands of clients needing debt

16 resolution services after job losses, unexpected medical expenses, or other circumstances requiring

17 debt resolution. Legal Helpers owes those clients (herein "Clients" ) the fiduciary duties and

18 professional obligations imposed by law and legal ethics. (Aleman Decl. tt 2.) LHDR's Clients have

signed written engagement and retainer agreements with LHDR electing to engage its legal services.

20 (Aleman Decl. $ 3.) Plaintiffs do not have any fiduciary relationship with LHDR's Clients; they are

21 outsourced third parties.

22 The contracts at issue in this case are expressly "subcontracting agreement[s]" called

23 "Strategic Alliance Agreements." (Aleman Decl. $ 4, Exs. 1-2 ("SAA").) Under the SAA, Plaintiffs

24 served as the "Contractor" for LHDR by administering LHDR's Clients' debt settlements. Id.

25 Plaintiffs agreed to "administer and perform" debt settlement and related services "for clients of

26 LFIDR under the direct supervision of LHDR." (SAA Art. I.A.) The contract gave LHDR the "sole

27 discretion" in performing all "legal services" and gave LHDR the right to supervise all "Contractor

28
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services." (SAA Art. I.B.) In short, the SAAs are se., ices agreements and alliances between a law

firm and two outside support companies.

Pursuant to this alliance, Plaintiffs were given responsibilities to administer, negotiate, and

settle the credit card debts of LHDR's clients. (Id. Art. III.B.3. Plaintiffs' obligations included

"customer support, analysis, and advice on collection activities and debt restructuring" as well as

making "effort[s] to modify and settle debts". LHDR maintained supervisory obligations and the

ultimate responsibilities to its Clients, including supervising debt settlement, compliance with legal

and regulatory obligations, drafting client funds, maintenance of risk management, and resolution of

regulatory disputes. Id. Art. III.C.1-5.

10 B. Plain t i ffs Breach Their Obli ation to Provide LHDR Client Files.

As part of the attorney-client relationship, LHDR at all times had the ethical and legal

obligation to maintain supervision over its client files. (Aleman Decl. $ 5, Ex. 3, ABA Model Rules.

13 1.15.) Under ethical rules, when using independent contractors such as Plaintiffs, LHDR is required

„.:- 14 to maintain ultimate control and supervision over all client files in order to retain records and to keep

i.- 15 client confidences. Id. Plaintiffs acknowledged in the SAA that LHDR had such ethical obligations

16 to its Clients. (SAA Art. III.C.3.)

17 When faced with concerns about Plaintiffs' performance under the SAA, LHDR demanded

18 copies of all client files and electronic records created by Plaintiffs regarding LHDR's Clients,

19 including but not limited to phone logs, client contact activity logs, collection letters, client letters,

and all other notes and records to which Plaintiffs and its affiliates have access. (Aleman Decl. $ 6,

21 Ex. 4-5.) Plaintiffs failed to respond to these numerous requests with the required documents. Id.

Plaintiffs' failure to disclose client documents to the Clients' lawyers is unjustified and has

23 prevented LHDR's compliance with its SAA obligations.

24 C. Plain t i ffs' Breach of Their A reements to Contribute to Le al Defense and

25 Settlement of Re ulato A ction.

26 LHDR and Plaintiffs agree that their outsourcing relationship was lawful. However, the

27 parties acknowledged the risk of regulatory or private legal action regarding the SAA arrangements.
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As stated in the contract, " [ijt is further acknowledged by the Parties that strategic alliances ... are

subjects of ongoing review by many state regulatory agencies." (SAA Art. III.A.)

Plaintiffs and LHDR agreed to be jointly liable on a pro rata basis to pay legal costs and

settlement amounts arising from any state or private regulatory action. Specifically, Plaintiffs

promised that:

In the event of any actions brought by any federal or state regulator

agency or private action by any party in regard to the subject matter,

facilitation, implementation or furtherance of this Agreement, the Parties

shall be liable and responsible at a pro rata rate ... for all costs associated

with the retention of outside legal counsel ..., including reasonable

attorneys fees, court and litigation costs and any restitution or financial

penalties that may result, including any costs associated with the defense.
D 0 D

D

0 ,= 13 (SAA Art. IX tt 3.) Plaintiffs' principals acknowledge this obligation by paying it in part,
g 'D 0

:- 14 notwithstanding their lawsuit. The SAA gave LHDR responsibility for settling any such cases (Art.
8

D DD CD
V D

D D 0 D ": 15 III.C.4), but the obligation to pay for legal services and settlements was spread to Plaintiffs and other

outside administrative providers.

17 Since 2009, several regulatory bodies and private individuals have in fact filed lawsuits

18 against LHDR seeking restitution and penalties related to the strategic alliances. Despite their clear

promise to pay a pro rata share of the costs, fees, and settlement of those claims, Plaintiffs have

denied their obligation to comply with these contractual contribution provisions. (Aleman Decl. $

7.) LHDR demanded that Plaintiffs pay the required amounts or at least provide evidence that they

22 have sufficient financial reserves to pay these debts. (Aleman Decl. tt 7, Ex. 6-7.) JEM has not

23 complied and thereby has breached its Article IX obligations. Instead, JEM has put forth an

24 untenable construction of the indemnity provisions whereby only LHDR must pay for this jointly

25 assumed obligation.

26 D. Plai n t iffs' Failure to Settle Client Debt Ade uatel

27 In reviewing Plaintiffs' performance as service providers, LHDR determined that Plaintiffs in

fact failed to meet LHDR's standards by, inter alia, failing, to settle debts that could or should have
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been settled. (Aleman Dec. $ 8.) In light of its insecurity about JEM's financial wherewithal,

LHDR had the right and obligation to defend its Clients' interests under the circumstances. As

LHDR explained in the termination letter to Plaintiffs:

Client debts are not being settled by [JEM] in a timely or professional

manner. In many cases, client account balances show sufficient funds to

settle debt yet no progress is being made in this regard. Moreover, [JEM]

has exhibited continuously poor or non-existent client communication,

which issues remain unresolved.

(Aleman Decl. $ 8, Ex. 8-9.)

10

Plaintiffs have been interfering with the attorney-client relationship and have totally breached

12 their contractual obligations. For these reasons, the LHDR-JEM and LHDR-CDS relationships were
0 0 0

4'

0 ,' l3 terminated on March 30, 2009 by letter. M
5

0

:- 14 E. LH DR i s Takin Over The Direct Services To Its Clients and It Has Hired The
8

o ~ =15 Individuals Needed To Perform Those Obli ationso o

LHDR has taken all the necessary steps to take over the obligations previously outsourced to

17 Plaintiffs. Contrary to Plaintiffs' representations, LHDR is taking substantial steps to hire personnel,

office space, and equipment necessary to in-source the functions of its outside administrators:

LHDR has hired approximately 47 customer services agents and negotiators who are

20 experienced and trained and currently operational and fielding client calls;

21 LI-IDR has hired several managers to oversee settlement, negotiations, and customer

services;

23 LHDR retained a 24-hour overflow customer support call center to schedule call

24 backs with the trained customer service agents or negotiators during busy times or

25 after hours;

26 LHDR has leased thousands of square feet of office space in addition to its existing

27 office space;

28
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• LHDR purchased or leased necessary equipment including new computers, servers,

routers, printers, and chairs;

• LHDR is staffed with managing attorneys and paralegals experienced in bankruptcy

and creditor-debtor law; and,

• LHDR is staffed with programmers, accountants, and other support personnel.

(Aleman Decl. $ 9; Sasson Decl. $ 4-7)

The hiring decisions were carefully calibrated to the anticipated client need. (Sasson Decl. $

4.) The hiring process ensured that only experienced staff were hired; that all staff received training;

and that the information technology to support that staff was state of the art. LHDR has reached out

10 to every one of its clients and their creditors to advise that LHDR will be handling debt settlement

and administration in house. Furthermore, LHDR has access to all the information it needs in order

12 to settle and administer its Clients' debts. (Declaration of Ryan Sasson ("Sasson Decl.") ]~ 11.) That
0

V

0 : 13 information has either come from the former venders themselves or from the other available sources,
0

:- 14 including creditors and other entities in the debt settlement market. (Sasson Decl. $ 11.) JEM's
8

C 0

":15
0 I 3

efforts to force client-default notwithstanding, LHDR is ensuring its clients ultimate performance

16 under existing settlements.

17 I II . A RGU M E NT

A. Stand a rd of Review

19 A temporary restraining order ("TRO") to enforce a contract may issue only where the

20 applicant shows an inadequate legal remedy, a likelihood of success on the merits, and irreparable

21 harm. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code ( 526; Pac. Decision Sci. Corp. v. Superior Court (Mauldin), 121 Cal.

22 App. 4th 1100, 1110 (2004); Thayer Plymouth Ctr. Inc. v, Chrysler Motors, 255 Cal. App. 2d 300,

23 307 (1967).— The court must also balance the equities in favor of the party who will be injured more

24 based upon the issuance or denial of the requested injunction. Smith v. Adventist Health Sys./8'est,

25
Though New York law arguably applies to the interpretation of the contract terms, California

26 procedural law still applies to the issuance of the preliminary relief. See Shisler v. Sanfer
Sports Cars, Inc., 167 Cal, App. 4th 1, 10 (2008) (observing that California courts follow

27
California "practice and procedure," which is the mode by which a right is enforced, distinct
from the substantive law declaring the right).
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182 Cal. App. 4th 729, 749 (2010). However, injunctive relief is not available to prevent the breach

of a contract that would not be specifically enforced. Cal. Civ. Code ) 3423; Thayer Plymouth, 255

Cal. App. 2d at 307.

B. Plai n tiffs Have Not Shown Irre arable Harm or Inade nate Le al Remed

For the parade of horribles outlined in Plaintiffs' application, they all are in essence based on

their loss of LHDR and its Clients' business, all of which may be compensated by money damages.

Plaintiffs' harms are not concrete nor imminent: that I.HDR has in-sourced its client services does

not mean that Clients will not be served, just that Plaintiffs will not be providing that service. Any

failure to complete that service as alleged is pure speculation by now-terminated service providers

10 angry at the loss of LHDR's Clients. Furthermore, were Plaintiffs to prove any of the claims in their

First Amended Complaint, all of which are baseless, their harms can be remedied by money

12 damages, which is why the Civil Code specifically rejects injunctive relief for the enforcement of
O V

0 '13 service contracts. See Cal. Civ. Code $ 3423.
0

=- 14 1. Any A ll e ged Harm lo Customers is Baseless and Speculative

":15 Plaintiffs first claim that failure to issue a TRO will result in irreparable harm to customers,

16 but fail to show with anything other than speculation of interested parties how this harm is either

17 imminent or likely to occur. The threat of the alleged irreparable harm cannot be a mere possibiliiy

18 of harm some time in the future. Korean Phila. Presbyterian Church v. Cal. Presbylery, 77 Cal.

App. 4th 1069, 1084 (2000). "An injunction cannot issue in a vacuum based on the proponents'

20 fears about something that may happen in the future. It must be supported by actual evidence that

in the application of realistic, impending, actual harm. Rather, Plaintiffs' two principals and a

service manager describe what they believe will happen if they do not continue to provide LHDR's

Clients with services. The declaration assume, ab initio, that "LHDR simply does not have the

capacity to service 20,000 consumers across the country." (Application at 6.) As set forth above,

this is false.

27

28
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LHDR's declarations provide the facts: LHDR has invested in hiring a highly trained and

experienced staff and in securing the space and resources necessary to meet its professional and

ethical obligations with respect to its Clients. These include:

LHDR has hired approximately 47 experienced customer services agents and

negotiators who are trained and currently operational and fielding client calls;

LHDR has hired 3 managers to oversee settlement, negotiations, and customer

services;

LHDR retained a 24-hour overflow customer support call center to schedule call

backs with the trained customer service agents or negotiators during busy times or

10 after hours;

• LHDR has leased 25;000 of square feet of office space;

12 • LHDR purchased or leased necessary equipment including new computers, servers,
0
0 0

H V

0 >13 routers, printers, and chairs; and,
5

0

C I ~ =Il:- 14 • LHDR is staffed with managing attorneys and paralegals experienced in bankruptcy
S 8

C V

lO 15 and creditor-debtor law.hC og

16 (Aleman Decl. $ 9; Sasson Decl. $ 11.) LHDR has taken the steps to ensure, notwithstanding

17 Plaintiffs' withholding of key information, that Clients' files and debts are managed with minimal

disturbance. (Sasson Decl. $ 11.)

LHDR's behavior is a far cry from the one case cited by Plaintiffs, in which the defendant

20 was engaged in offering franchise contracts that were per se violations of the Business A Professions

21 Code. Cal. Ass 'n of Dispensing Opticians v. Pearle Vision Ctr., 143 Cal. App. 3d 419, 427 (1983).

LHDR is not engaging in any illegal activity, rather it has made the business decision to move the

servicing of its Clients from Plaintiffs to internal staffers. The purely speculative harm offered by

those who have lost LHDR's business should not be given any credence by the Court and cannot

25 sustain a TRO.

26 2. Any Har m s to Plaintiffs Are Compensable with Money Damages

27 Plaintiffs claim that they will be harmed beyond pecuniary relief because "their employees,

28 vendors, suppliers, and other innocent parties... wil l cease operations." This alleged harm results
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from Plaintiffs' loss of fees from LHDR's Clients. Indeed, Plaintiffs stated goal is to force LHDR to

continue to use their services for its Clients. Even if Plaintiffs could prove LHDR wrongfully

terminated them as service providers and it cannot — Plaintiffs' damages are compensable by

money damages, meaning no injunctive relief may issue. Courts have the power to grant injunctive

relief only where no adequate legal remedy exists. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code ( 526. Furthermore,

Plaintiffs are asking the Court for specific performance of their respective contracts: namely. that

LHDR continue to use Plaintiffs as an outside servicer of LHDR's Clients. (Application at 2.).

Yet specific performance of this kind is flatly unavailable through injunctive relief. Thayer

Plymouth, 255 Cal. App. 2d at 303-04 ("A contract which requires a continuing series of acts and

10 demands cooperation between the parties for the successful performance of those acts is not subject

to specific performance."); see also 5'oolley v. Em bassy Suites, inc., 227 Cal. A pp. 3d 1520, 1533

12 (1991) (" An injunction cannot be granted to prevent the breach of a contract which cannot be
D D

Ql

U

0 ,' 13 specifically enforced."). LHDR has fired Plaintiffs as a service provider, and Plaintiffs as a result
0

:- 14
~ V claim irreparable harm. However, the value of services lost and any damage from the loss of

8
t

C U CD
V C

0 0 0 =. 15 employment are remedied by money damages, even if that amount may be difficult to prove.

16 11 ooley, 22 Cal. App. 3d at 1535. Because Plaintiffs have not alleged any irreparable harm and have

17 an adequate remedy at law, the Court may not issue any form of injunctive relief.

C. Plain t i ffs Have Shown No Likelihood of Success on the Merits

Plaintiffs have not shown, as they must before a TRO can issue, that they will succeed on the

20 merits of their First Amended Complaint. Despite having alleged no fewer than nine causes of

21 action against LHDR, none of them show the likelihood of success justifying a TRO.

1. Plain t iffs Cannot Claim Breach of a Contract They Repudiated

23 Plaintiffs cannot succeed on their breach of contract claims, because their failure to abide by

24 their own obligations effectively repudiated the agreement. Under New York and California law,

25 where one party's conduct demonstrates that it wil l not continue performing as required under a

26 contract, the other party may treat the contract as repudiated. Tellis v. Briamar Assocs., 167 A.D.2d

27 384, 561 (1990) (where a party maintains an untenable construction of a contract on a matter of

28 substance, this is regarded as a repudiation of the contract); Taylor v. Johnston, 15 Cal.3d 130, 137
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(1975). A contractual repudiation, of course, absolves the other party from performance entirely.

Computer Possibilities Unlimited, Inc. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 301 A.D.2d 70 (2002). Similarly, when

one party prevents the other from performing its obligations under a contract, the other' s

performance obligations are terminated. Greenspan v. Amsterdam, l 45 A.D.2d 535 (1988).

Prevention of contractual obligations occurs when a party fails to take actions required of that party.

Id.

Plaintiffs' misconduct in trying to appropriate LHDR's Clients and deny LHDR its rights as

legal counsel clearly amount to a material breach of the contact and a repudiation thereof. Plaintiffs

have completely ignored the fundamental status of LHDR as the lawyer to its Clients. JEM refuses

10 to provide critical client files to which LHDR is entitled and which LHDR is duty-bound to

maintain. In addition, by failing to contribute to the settlement of legal actions as required by Article

12 IX and instead taking the untenable construction that Article IX does not apply even though it clearly
0 0 D

0 ,' 13 does, JEM has repudiated the contract.
0

:- 14 The failure to provide contribution and essential client files to I.HDR upon demand
C g

"- 15
I3 jeopardized LHDR from performing its obligations to act as legal counsel to the Clients, as it must

16 do under the contract. See Articles III.1-5 (listing LHDR obligations including supervising debt

17 settlement, compliance with legal and regulatory obligations, drafting client funds, maintenance of

risk management, and resolution of regulatory disputes.) In particular, JEM's withholding of client

files prevent I.HDR from meeting its ethical obligations under ABA Model Rule 1.15. The contract

20 itself is clear that LHDR is required to act as counsel to the Clients with JEM as the outside support

21 agent. Failing to provide client documents on the essential matter of the representation constitutes a

prevention of performance amounting to a breach and excusing future performance.

23 By and through these total breaches, JEM has repudiated and prevented performance under

24 its contract with LHDR and it is liable for the harm it has caused. It cannot claim the damages it

seems because it has instigated breaches that terminated and repudiated the contract. JEM will not

prevail on the merits of this claim.

27
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2. Plai n t i ffs Cannot Allege Conversion of Accounts or Funds to 8'hich They

Have No Title

Plaintiffs claim for conversion fails the probability of success measure because they do not

have title to the accounts they claim: LHDR as the law firm owns the Clients' relationships by

ethical necessity. Furthermore, Plaintiffs cannot claim title either to funds held in a Client Trust

Account or to fees they earn via their relationship with a law firm, namely LHDR. Thus they cannot

show a valid claim for conversion. Even if they did allege a valid conversion claim, Plaintiffs still

have not shown how such a claim justifies a TRO, when it is compensable by money damages.

3. Misap propriation of Trade Secrets is Not Alleged or Properfor a TRO

10 Plaintiffs assert that they have shown likelihood of success on the merits of a

Misappropriation of Trade Secrets claim, though that claim is not made in their First Amended

12 Complaint. Misappropriation of trade secrets is also not a valid basis for a claim under the Unfair
D 0 I

0 =' 13 Competition Law, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code ( 17200 et seq., because those claims have been
0

:- 14 preempted by California's adoption of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act. Silvaco Data Sys. v. Intel
3

C
O' CD
V C
0
0 88

":15 Corp., 184 Cal. App. 4th 210, 232-33 (2010) disapproved on other grounds by Kwikset Corp. v.

16 Superior Court, 51 Cal. 4th 310 (2011). Furthermore, the idea that the outside service provider of a

17 law firm can somehow develop information in that firm's clientele that is a protected trade secret

strains credulity. The alleged misappropriation thus shows no likelihood of success.

19 4. Indem nification Is Not a Basisfor Relief Nor likely to Succeed

20 Indemnification is not a valid grounds for issuance of a TRO because it by definition

21 involves money damages. Furthermore, Plaintiffs admit that they owe contribution and

22 indemnification for LHDR's legal fees. (Plaintiffs' Req. for Judicial Not., Ex. 2 (Decl. of Joanne

23 Garceau), $ 23 (" Mr . Macey demanded payment of $51,000 for attorney fees... . Now he

24 demanded the total amount due or threatened that he would also take those funds from the bank

25 account used to pay service fees. I told him that this was unnecessary and that I would send him a

26 check." (emphasis added)).) By their own admission. they cannot succeed on the merits of their

27 indemnification claim.
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D. The B a lance of Hardshi s Favors LHDR

Plaintiffs also fail in showing the balance of equities favors issuance of the TRO. First,

Plaintiffs are incorrect in asserting that the issuance of a TRO would preserve the status quo:

Plaintiffs have been terminated and may no longer represent LHDR's Clients, and the functions

formerly performed by Plaintiffs are now being performed in-house. (Aleman Decl. tt 9.) Plaintiffs'

requested relief, rather than preserving the status quo would instead attempt to force the situation

back to the status ex ante.

Plaintiffs claims of great injury pale in comparison to the injury that would befall LHDR in

attempting to service its Clients' needs after sending out notices to all of its Clients indicating that

they are nov, serviced in house and then being forced to tell them to go back to their old provider.

I urthermore, Plaintiffs will lose no time in attempting to steal these Clients by spreading the same

half-truths they included in their declarations before this Court. In light of the fact that any injuries

' l3 they claim are compensable by money damages and the great harm that would result to LHDR were
0

:- 14 the injunction issued, the balance of equities weighs in LHDR's favor.
C

C 0

"- 15 IV. CONC L USION8g

16 Because Plaintiffs have shown no likelihood of success on the merits and because Plaintiffs

17 have an adequate remedy at law, the Court should deny its motion for a temporary restraining order

and for an order to show cause.

20 Dated: April 3, 2012 KATTEN MUCHIN ROSENMAN LLP
Stuart M. Richter

21 Yonaton M. Rosenzweig
Justin A. ord

By
Y onato Rosen e i

Attorneys for Defendant egal Helpers Debt
Resolution, LLC
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